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I. General Overview of the Situation 

 

During the reporting period, the International Society for Fair Elections and 

Democracy (ISFED) conducted pre-election monitoring across all election districts.  

 

ISFED found that from August 20 through September 8, 2013, various political 

parties and candidates held total of 76 public meetings.  

 

Two acts of pressure were reported against members of the United National 

Movement (UNM) in Poti and in Martvili, against officials supporting the UNM, as well 

as one case of physical harassment in Akhaltsikhe on political grounds.  

 

Furthermore, during the reporting period we have identified 3 cases of abuse of state 

resources; in particular, civil servants violated law by participating in and agitating 

during two meetings held by the presidential candidate of the Georgian Dream and one 

meeting held by the UNM’s presidential candidates.  

 

During the reporting period ISFED identified one more fact of transferring material 

property by the Prime Minister; in particular, property owned by the Prime Minister of 

Georgia transferred into the ownership of the managing company of Info 9 free of free 

of charge. We believe that any similar fact is unjustified during the pre-election period 

and may suggest vote buying.  

 

During the reporting period replacement of self-government officials was particularly 

noticeable. Gamgebelis were replaced in 10 municipalities, while Sakrebulo 

Chairpersons were dismissed in two municipalities and a new Acting Mayor was 

appointed in one city. These changes occurred amid confrontation in several 

municipalities.  

 

ISFED believes that the CEC refused registration of Ms. Salome Zourabishvili as a 

presidential candidate by wrongfully interpreting applicable Constitutional norms.  

 

Certain changes occurred in the public broadcaster. Following a confrontation between 

the board of trustees and the management of the broadcaster, general director was 

dismissed from his office and two political talk shows were closed down.  

 

During the reporting period the Inter-Agency Task Force for free and fair elections 

(IATF) set up under the Ministry of Justice held two meetings, where important 

recommendations were elaborated. Notably, the IATF took into consideration some of 

ISFED’s recommendations but it did not react to many of the recommendations.  
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II. Key Findings  

 

 During the reporting period we have identified cases involving pressure 

against the UNM members and self-government officials.  

 

i. In Poti, members of the UNM informed ISFED’s coordinator that 

they had been summoned to the office of the prosecutor without 

explaining the reason, where they had to respond to questions of 

political nature1;  

ii. Self-government officials in Martvili informed ISFED’s coordinator 

that the Financial Police summons Sakrebulo and Gamgeoba 

employees for questioning on a regular basis. According to 

Sakrebulo Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson and other officials, 

questions asked were political in nature and they were also 

subjected to psychological pressure2. 

 

 Furthermore, the UNM’s coordinator in Akhaltsikhe was abused both 

verbally and physically on political grounds3.  

 

 During the reporting period, we identified three cases involving abuse of 

state resources4: 

i. Pre-election meetings of Giorgi Margvelashvili, one of the 

presidential candidates, in the village of Variani, Gori 

Municipality, were attended by employees of Gamgeoba 

during working hours.  

ii. Giorgi Margvelashvili’s pre-election meetings in Kaspi were 

attended by public school teachers, who had been mobilized 

and transported to the venue by trustees of territorial 

agencies. ISFED does not welcome involvement of public 

school teachers in political processes; 

iii. Use of the state resources was also found during a pre-

election meeting of the UNM’s presidential candidate in 

Rustavi, attended by representatives of municipal agencies 

during working hours to support the candidate.     

 

 The Prime Minister transferred material goods free of charge again, 

similar to the previous reporting period. ISFED believes that transferring 

                                                           
1 For detailed information please see Chapter IV of the report  

2 For detailed information please see Chapter IV of the report 

3 For detailed information please see Chapter IV of the report 

4 For detailed information please see Chapter V of the report 
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of property free of charge to the managing company suggests vote 

buying.5  

 Another problem identified during the reporting period was staff changes 

in municipal authorities amid confrontations and tensions. Gamgebelis 

were replaced in 10 municipalities, including 7 Gamgebelis who resigned 

for personal reasons, one arrested and two dismissed by Sakrebulo. 

Sakrebulo Chairpersons were dismissed in two municipalities and Mayor 

was replaced in one city.6 

 

 We welcome that the Inter Agency Task Force for Free and Fair Elections 

took into account our recommendations, urging the authorities to 

clearly explain to public servants prohibitions that apply to engagement 

in pre-election campaigning, and calling municipal authorities to refrain 

from dissolving contracts with media outlets. However, the IATF failed to 

react to recommendations elaborated in the third interim report of 

ISFED.7 

 

 The CEC’s refusal to register a person holding dual citizenship as a 

presidential candidate is particularly problematic. During the reporting 

period the CEC refused to register Ms. Salome Zourabishvili as a 

presidential candidate, which we believe was based on wrongful 

interpretation of applicable Constitutional provisions.8 

 

 Other pressing matters identified during the reporting period are related 

to media environment; specifically, dismissal of the public broadcaster’s 

general director and closing down of talk shows. 9  Giorgi Batiashvili and 

hosts of the talk shows that were closed down allege political motives. 

ISFED views attempts of political pressure on the public channel as 

alarming.  

                                                           
5 For detailed information please see Chapter VI of the report  
6 For detailed information please see Chapter VII of the report 
7 For detailed information please see Chapter X of the report 
8 For detailed information please see Chapter VIII of the report 
9 For detailed information please see Chapter IX of the report 
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III. Reccomendations 

Public servants – refrain from engaging in agitation during working hours; 

Officials – refrain from forcing employees of state authorities from forcing to 

participate in pre-election campaigning; 

The Prime Minister – refrain during pre-election period from any activity that may be 

viewed as vote buying; 

Political parties – ensure that their activists follow the internal party discipline rules 

and take tight measures in response to political harassment and interference with 

campaigning;  

The IATF – to examine in frames of its competence cases involving abuse of 

administrative resources and issue subsequent reccomendations; 

Local self-government authorities – refrain from dismissing officials during pre-election 

period, in order to avoid influencing election processes by means of pressure;  

Law enforcement authorities – refrain from questioning and arresting political party 

activists and members during the pre-election period, except where there is an urgent 

necessity. It can be viewed as an attempt to intimidate political opponents and 

influence elections;  

The State Audit Office – examine violations during pre-election period in frames of its 

competence and take adequate further actions;  

Management and the board of trustees of the public broadcaster – abandon any 

political influence and act solely in compliance with law; also, ensure political pluralism 

during airtime and objective coverage of processes.  
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IV. Acts of Pressure and Violence  

 

4.1. Violence against members of the UNM in Akhaltsikhe  

On August 3, the UNM’s supporter and coordinator of a non-governmental 

organization Free Zone in Akhaltsikhe, Irine Gelashvili, who was collecting signatures in 

the village of Sakuneti, in favor of the presidential candidate of the UNM, Davit 

Bakradze, was subjected to verbal and physical abuse by one of the locals, Beso 

Kukchiani. Soon after, Irine Gelashvili and her neighbor, who is also a supporter of the 

UNM, found that windows of their homes had been smashed.  

 

4.2. Pressure against members of the UNM in Poti  

The UNM reported that its members are subjected to pressure by the office of the 

prosecutor. On August 28, 2013, coordinator of precinct N5 Nugzar Gogua, 

coordinator of precinct N35 Grigol Ghvania and coordinator of precinct N34 Luiza 

Jolokhava, in Maltakva, were summoned as witnesses for questioning.  

According to the head of the UNM’s office in Poti, Vakhtang Darsmelidze, the UNM 

members were summoned for questioning without explaining any reason. The 

coordinators have informed ISFED that they were asking questions about their political 

activities during questioning. Specifically, the office of the prosecutor was asking 

about number of coordinators, compensation that they receive and specific nature of 

work that they do. Members of the UNM view this as psychological pressure.  

ISFED would like to remind prosecution agencies of the IATF reccomendations in 

response to similar facts, according to which questioning for investigating purposes 

should be limited as much as possible during the period leading up to the Polling Day.  

 

4.3. Pressure against municipal officials in Martvili  

The financial police have been examining financial documents of Martvili Gamgeoba and 

Sakrebulo since December 6, 2012. Gamgeoba and Sakrebulo employees have been 

frequently summoned in relation to these proceedings.  

ISFED’s coordinator interviewed Chairman of Martvili Sakrebulo, Zaal Gorozia, who 

stated that employees of the municipal authorities are pressured by the financial 

police; further, employees of Sakrebulo and Gamgeoba are often summoned for 

questioning. Deputy Gamgebeli of Sakrebulo, Boris Koiava informed ISFED that on 

August 2 he was summoned together with Sakrebulo members and employees of 

Sakrebulo office to Zugdidi financial police, demanded that he motion for dismissal of 

Gamgebeli.  
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According to the head of the office of budget and finances, Levan Topuria, he was 

summoned to the financial police for 32 times, including four times when he was 

questioned as a witness. In other cases he was demanded that he present certain 

documents. On August 23 Bondo Gorozia, head of the office of architecture and 

supervision was summoned for questioning. In an interview with ISFED’s coordinator, 

Bondo Gorozia stated that during questioning they hinted the necessity to replace 

Governor.  

According to Deputy Governor Zviad Burchulaia, even though he was not subjected to 

direct pressure, certain procedures were violated during questioning. Information 

recorded by the investigator in the protocol of questioning was different from what he 

had actually stated.  

On September 5, officers of Anti-Corruption Agency arrested Deputy Chairperson of 

Martvili Sakrebulo Boris Mikava. Investigation has been launched on charges of 

accepting a bribe (para.1, Article 338 of the Criminal Procedure Code), punishable with 

imprisonment for the period from 6 to 9 years.  

The UNM released a statement about the developments in Martvili Municipality.10  

                                                           
10 The statement is available at http://unm.ge/index.php?m=6&news_id=128  

http://unm.ge/index.php?m=6&news_id=128
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V. Use of State Resources  

 

5.1. Giorgi Margvelashvili’s campaign in Gori  

 

On August 14, 2013, presidential candidate of the coalition Georgian Dream, Giorgi 

Margvelashvili held a meeting with voters in Gori Municipality.11 

 

The presidential candidate’s meeting with public in the village of Variani was attended 

by the following employees of Gamgeoba during working hours: head of the division of 

natural and agrarian resources Giorgi Khidashvili and trustee of Variani territorial 

agency Vakhtang Berkatsashvili.12 

 

 

5.2.  Giorgi Margvelashvili’s campaign in Kaspi  

 

On September 7, 2013, presidential candidate of the coalition Georgian Dream, Giorgi 

Margvelashvili held a meeting with voters in Kaspi Municipality. Shida Kartli news 

agency released photo and video materials illustrating that the presidential 

candidate’s meeting with public was attended by public school teachers and public 

servants from municipal authorities. Transportation of teachers from public schools 

was ensured by trustees of territorial agencies. 13 A group of local NGOs helping the 

coalition Georgian Dream mobilize population for the meeting were also involved in the 

process.  

Public school teachers are not prohibited from participating in pre-election 

campaigning (agitation). Under the applicable laws, a public school has the status of a 

legal entity of public law.14 Consequently, school teachers are employees of a legal 

entity of public law and therefore are not subject to the prohibitions envisaged by 

para.4, Article 45 of the Election Code.15 

Nevertheless, we criticize involvement of school teachers in political processes under 

the instructions village trustees. These facts echo the regrettable practice that was 

evident for years in Georgia, when ruling forces actively engaged teachers in pre-

election processes. We believe that such practice has a negative impact on pre-

election environment.  

                                                           
11 The material showing Giorgi Margvelashvili’s pre-election meetings in Gori District available at 
http://news.ge/ge/news/story/61618-giorgi-margvelashvilma-tsinasaarchevno-shekhvedrebi-goris-raionshi-
gamarta 
12 See public servants in presidential campaigning: http://qartli.ge/web/13976 
13 See video footage of Giorgi Margvelashvili’s meeting at: http://qartli.ge/web/14519; 
14 Article 31 of the Law of Georgia on Secondary Education: a secondary education institution/school is a 

legal entity established on the basis of the law of Georgia on legal entity of public law;  
15 Para.4, Article 45 of the Organic Law of Georgia, the Election Code of Georgia provides a detailed list 

of individuals who are not authorized to participate in pre-election campaigning or agitate for election 

purposes. Employees of legal entities of public law are not on the list;  

http://news.ge/ge/news/story/61618-giorgi-margvelashvilma-tsinasaarchevno-shekhvedrebi-goris-raionshi-gamarta
http://news.ge/ge/news/story/61618-giorgi-margvelashvilma-tsinasaarchevno-shekhvedrebi-goris-raionshi-gamarta
http://qartli.ge/web/13976
http://qartli.ge/web/14519
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65.3. The UNM’s pre-election campaign in Rustavi   

 

On August 23, 2013, presidential candidate of the UNM, Davit Bakradze held a 

meeting with voters in Rustavi. ISFED’s coordinator reported that in addition to 

political officials the meeting was also attended by Deputy Governor of Kvemo Kartli 

Mamuka Chikovani and head of Sakrebulo’s office Maia Dolidze.  

 

Under Article 45 of the organic law of Georgia, Election Code, public servants from 

state authorities and municipal self-government agencies are prohibited from 

participating in agitation during working hours and/or when directly discharging official 

powers. Further, they are prohibited from agitating in favor of an election subject’s 

candidate during pre-election period.  
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VI. Vote Buying  

 

On August 31, 2013, media outlets reported that Prime Minister Bidzina Ivanishvili 

transferred non-material property – brand, name Info 9, web-address and the right to 

utilize archives to the management of Info 9 news agency, as well as material 

property.  

ISFED believes that transferring of material property into the ownership of the 

managing company free of charge by the Prime Minister during pre-election period is 

unjustified and suggests vote buying.  

The Georgian legislation envisages criminal liability for vote buying when the gift 

concerned is worth more than GEL 1000. If the value is below GEL 100, the violation 

is qualified as administrative offence. Under Article 252 of the Law of Georgia on 

Political Unions, “party shall be prohibited from giving directly or indirectly financial 

resources, gifts and other material or non-material values to a citizen of Georgia by 

means of a candidate, a representative or any other person”, while under para.6, 

Article 342 of the Law, provision of illegal gift by a natural person for election 

purposes, if value of the gift is less than GEL 100, will result in imposition of fine on a  

party representative of legal entity concerned, as prescribed by law. 16 Under Article 

1641 of the Criminal Code of Georgia, “giving a property to a voter for election 

purposes in a direct or indirect manner or receipt of such property shall be punishable 

by deprivation of liberty for the period of up to three years or fine.” 

Similar incident occurred on August 11, 2013, when the Prime Minister gave a 

newlyweds named Gudaladze a diamond rings as a gift during the celebration of 

Shuamtoba 2013. The fact was reflected in ISFED’s third interim report17 of pre-

election monitoring.  

ISFED believes that actions of the leader of the coalition Georgian Dream, which 

suggests vote buying, may promote wrongful practice. Such trend will have an adverse 

impact on the pre-election environment.  

                                                           
16 Detailed information is available in the third interim report of ISFED: http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/ 
17 See ISFED’s third interim report at http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/ 

 

http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/
http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/
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VI. Staff Changes in Local Self-Government Agencies  

During the reporting period Gamgebelis were replaced in 10 municipalities, while 

Sakrebolo Chairpersons were dismissed in two municipalities. Acting Mayor was 

appointed in Rustavi. Notably, 4 Gamgebelis in Adjara Region were replaced the same 

day. They resigned for personal reasons, under the decision of Sakrebulo.  

Even though the IATF recommended that municipal authorities refrain from any 

important staff changes during the pre-election period, ongoing changes are rather 

intense, including dismissal of Gamgebelis and Sakrebulo chairpersons.  

Gamgebelis resigned for personal reasons and were replaced in Khobi, Khulo, 

Khelvachauri, Shuakhevi, Kaspi, Zestaponi and Marneuli. Adigeni Gamgebeli was 

arrested by the Ministry of Finances’ (MOF) Revenue Service; therefore, his power has 

been suspended. Acting Gamgebeli was appointed in Kareli. Changes in several 

municipalities – Lentekhi Bolnisi and Keda occurred amid protests by local population, 

while in a number of municipalities violations of law were reported.  

ISFED views these changes as an attempt of political pressure and believes that 

municipal agencies should refrain from making any important staff changes during pre-

election period, in order for it not to be viewed as dismissals of public servants on 

political grounds and an attempt to influence the elections.  

The process of staff changes at the municipal level was particularly tense in Kaspi, 

Lentekhi, Keda and Bolnisi municipalities.  

Kaspi – in its previous report ISFED talked about the pressure exerted against 

members of Sakrebulo in Kaspi. 18 Developments that unfolded soon after further 

reinforced this assessment.   

On August 23 a single candidate – Avtandil Gogiashvili was nominated before the 

chairperson. The latter obtained full support from colleagues during the meeting 

(Avtandil Gogiashvili was a member of Sakrebulo from the UNM, representing the 

village of Samtavisi. He had joined the coalition Georgian Dream a week earlier).  

On August 30, Omar (Oleg) Iadze submitted a resignation letter for personal reasons 

to Sakrebulo. There was only one candidacy put to vote – Gocha Gochitashvili, 

nominated by Omar Iadze, who was voted for unanimously.  

The meeting held on September 3, during which Kaspi majoritarian MP Davit 

Onoprishvili presented new Gamgebeli to employees of Gamgeoba, was also attended 

by Ramaz Berianidze, head of the Georgian Dream’s local office. Video footage released 

by Qartli.ge clearly shows that Ramaz Berianidze was giving instructions to employees 

of Gamgeoba, using abusive words to refer to them. Davit Onoproshvili19 was also 

                                                           
18 See ISFED’s third interim report at http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/  
19 The information and the video footage is available at http://qartli.ge/web/14449  
  

http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/
http://qartli.ge/web/14449
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giving instruction to the employees who, in their return, have openly expressed their 

frustration with the noted fact.  

ISFED deems any attempts by political party members of MPs to influence the work of 

municipal self-governments unacceptable and urges parties to take severe measures 

in response to these facts.  

Lentekhi – on August 23, during extraordinary meeting of Sakrebulo, Gamgebeli Zaza 

Liparteliani was dismissed, citing his lack of competency as grounds. Sakrebulo’s 

decision was protested by supporters of Gamgebeli by blocking offices of Sakrebulo for 

a week. Zaza Liparteliani filed in district court against Sakrebulo.  

Later Sakrebulo convened secretly and appointed Gurgen Paruliani (former head of the 

coalition Georgian Dream’s office) as Acting Gamgebeli. The decision was met with a 

protest. Protesters occupied the building of Sakrebulo, necessitating police 

interference to diffuse the tension. It has been reported that documents about 

dismissal of Gamgebeli and appointment of his replacement have not officially been 

registered in Sakrebulo yet.  

Bolnisi – the situation was tense in Bolnisi Municipality for a week. D.Chartolani who 

served as an acting deputy Governor was dismissed. He filed in court, alleging that he 

was dismissed in violation of law, at the sole discretion of Sakrebulo Chairperson.  

On August 28, two parallel meetings were held in Sakrebulo. During the first meeting 

Sakrebulo chairperson was dismissed by members of Sakrebulo, while during the 

second meeting, attended by Sakrebulo Chairperson Malkhaz Eradze, the first meeting 

was declared as cancelled. Subsequent protocol is certified with Sakrebulo’s seal, 

while another one has no seal.  

During the meeting Eradze’s supporters committed various violations of law and 

therefore, two of them were arrested by the police. Court imposed administrative 

punishment in the amount of GEL 100 on each.  

Keda – on August 21, a rally to demand resignation of Gamgebeli that supporters of 

the coalition Georgian Dream had announced before was cancelled as Gamgebeli Vazha 

Bolkvadze took a leave of absence on August 22. Sakrebulo Chairperson Badri 

Diasamidze also took a leave of absence.  

Having returned to work on August 28, Gamgebeli submitted a letter of resignation. 

Total of 24 meetings were held in Sakrebulo from August 28 to September 8, each of 

which was postponed for the lack of quorum. All twelve members boycotted the 

meetings until the chairperson returned from his leave of absence.  
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VI. The Work of the CEC 

With its September 3, 2012 order N64/2013, the Central Elections Commission 

(CEC) refused to register Ms. Salome Zourabishvili as a presidential candidate, stating 

that a citizen of Georgia who is also holding the citizenship of France falls short of the 

requirements stipulated by applicable legislation, based on para.11, Article 29 of the 

Constitution.  

ISFED has expressed on a number of occasions its opinion about registration of 

persons holding dual citizenship as presidential candidates. We believe that the order 

issued by the CEC Acting Chairperson refusing Salome Zourabishvili registration as a 

candidate for the presidential elections is in conflict with constitutional norms.  

Para.11, Article 29 of the Constitution of Georgia that has been cited as legal grounds 

for the foregoing order stipulates that “office of the president of Georgia… shall not 

be held by a citizen of Georgia who is also holding a foreign citizenship.” ISFED believes 

that the norm does not apply to persons participating in elections as candidates; 

rather, the Constitution differentiates between election of a president and holding the 

position of a president, while the prohibition stipulated by para.11, Article 29 of the 

Constitution applies only to holding of the office. Therefore, under the applicable law 

persons holding dual citizenship may participate in presidential elections as 

presidential candidates but they must abandon foreign citizenship prior to taking the 

oath of office.  

Ms. Zourabishvili appealed the decision of the CEC first in Tbilisi City Court and later in 

Tbilisi Appellate Court but both courts rejected the claim.  

ISFED believes that decisions of the CEC and court to refuse registration of Ms. 

Zourabishvili as a presidential candidate is based on wrongful interpretation of the 

Constitution.  
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VII. Media Environment  

Two months before the presidential elections the Georgian Public Broadcaster became 

the center of attention. Following a confrontation between the board of trustees and 

the management of the channel, general director resigned, while media outlets 

reported about possible closing down of talk shows of Eka Kvesitadze and Davit 

Paichadze.  

On September 6, 2013, the public broadcaster’s board of trustees declared no-

confidence motion against the general director. As Emzar Goguadze, chairperson of 

the board of trustees explains, it was the result of problems that had accumulated 

over time, which could have lead a difficult outcome for the public broadcaster, as well 

as financial problems that the general director failed to provide argumentation for 

before the board of trustees.  

Giorgi Baratashvili alleges that the September 8 decision was made on political 

grounds, saying that it was orchestrated by the UNM that has appointed members of 

the board. Following the decision, part of the employees left the broadcaster, who 

were against considering the motion of no-confidence and demanded that the board of 

trustees postpone the discussion. 20  

On September 3, 2013, managers of the public broadcaster provided media with 

information about the new season. A report aired on the TV channel suggests certain 

impeding changes. According to the report, Eka Kvesitadze’s talk show Accents and 

Davit Paitchadze’s talk show Dialogue is no longer included in the new season.  

According to the then-general director of the public broadcaster, they have not 

terminated contracts with the journalists, while the public broadcaster will start 

airing political talk-shows on October 1 in a new format; however, identity of talk show 

hosts has not yet been made public.21 

In an interview with ISFED, Eka Kvesitadze, host of the talk-show Accents has stated 

that termination of political debates on public broadcaster two months ahead of the 

elections is apolitical decision.  

Under Article 2 of the Law of Georgia on Broadcasting, a public broadcaster is a legal 

entity of public law established on the basis of state property and with public funding, 

for the purpose of TV and radio broadcasting, which aims at providing diverse 

programs to public, free from political and commercial influence that meets public 

interests.  

Public broadcaster, as a recipient of state funding, is obligated under Article 16 of the 

Law of Georgia on Public Broadcasting, to air news in prime-time and pre-election 

debates during pre-election campaigning.  

                                                           
20 Source: http://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/content/sazogadoebrivi-mauwyebeli/25097614.html 
21 Video footage from the press-conference is available at: 

http://www.gpb.ge/NewsView.aspx?Location=306&LangID=1 

http://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/content/sazogadoebrivi-mauwyebeli/25097614.html
http://www.gpb.ge/NewsView.aspx?Location=306&LangID=1
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As noted in a special statement released by NGOs in response to the developments at 

the public broadcaster22, ISFED believes that current situation may have an adverse 

impact on election processes. 

 

VIII. The Inter Agency Task Force 

The Inter-Agency Task Force for free and fair elections held a meeting during the 

reporting period. During August 31, 2013 meeting the IATF elaborated important 

reccomendations, majority of which are about violations reported by ISFED during its 

pre-election monitoring. 23 

 

The IATF urged 

 

The municipal authorities – to refrain from dissolution of contracts with media outlets 

during pre-election period, including on legitimate grounds, for it not to be perceived 

as an attempt to restrict media during pre-election period.24 

 

Central and municipal authorities – to provide detailed and clear explanations for public 

servants about their rights and obligations during the pre-election period and possible 

sanctions that will be utilized against them in an event of violation of law.25 

 

Further, notably the IATF has not yet reacted to all facts and reccomendations 

provided by ISFED; in particular, it has not studied the following problems raised 

during the first meetings:  

 

 Gifting of a diamond ring to voters by the Prime Minister, Bidzina 

Ivanishvili during celebration of Shuamtoba 

 Financial support provided by Kartu Foundation, associated with Bidzina 

Ivanishvili, to non-profit non-commercial legal entity Rural and Agricultural 

Development Fund, and possible vote buying in these actions.26 

 

                                                           
22 The statement is available at: http://www.isfed.ge/main/446/geo/ 
23 Information about issues raised during the first meeting of the IATF are available in the third interim 

report of pre-election monitoring: http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/ 
24 ISFED has found that Ozurgeti Municipality Sakrebulo submitted an official notice to Guriis Moambe 

newspaper, warning about unilateral cancellation of the contract between the municipality and Guriis 

Moambe. Considering that activities of media outlet known for its criticism of the authorities were at 

stake, ISFED urged local authorities to make a substantiated decision about Guriis Moambe and facilitate 

as much as possible free work of media during the pre-election period  
25 ISFED issued similar recommendation in its third interim report, based on violation of election laws by 

public servants.  
26 See ISFED’s third interim report at: http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/ 

http://www.isfed.ge/main/446/geo/
http://www.isfed.ge/main/437/geo/
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Notably, together with its partner organizations (GYLA, TI), ISFED submitted 

reccomendations to the IATF for tightening rules that apply to participation of civil 

servants in agitation. These reccomendations entailed the following:  

 

 Narrowing down of the list of political office-holders who have unlimited 

right to participate in agitation; remove of ministers, deputy ministers, 

Gamgebelis and state-authorized representatives from the list of political 

office holders, for the purpose of the Election Code;  

 Defining agitation in a way that would also cover passive agitation; in 

particular, attending meetings held in frames of pre-election campaigning  

 Broadening the circle of individuals prohibited from participating in 

agitation during working hours or while discharging official duties.  

 

ISFED remains hopeful that the effectiveness of the IATF’s work will be further 

improved; also, state authorities and political parties will take into account its 

reccomendations and take adequate further actions in response to violations 

reported.  
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IX. Public Meetings  

 

ISFED has found that from August 20 through September 8, 2013 political parties 

and their presidential candidates held 78 public meetings throughout Georgia, aiming 

at founding of local offices, selecting members of precinct election commissions, 

mobilizing local activists, presenting election program before voters. 

 

The Coalition Georgian Dream held 37 public meetings, conducted in various districts 

by different parties that are members of the coalition. These meetings served the 

purpose of selecting candidates for membership of precinct election commissions and 

staffing local organizations. To this end, meetings were held in Gori, Samtredia, 

Kvareli, Dmanisi, Tetritskaro, Ambrolauri and Kharagauli.  

 

Democratic Movement – Nino Burjanadze held 18 public meetings in Gurjaani, Telavi, 

Bolnisi, Tianeti, Kazbegi and Kutaisi,  

 

The UNM held 11 public meetings – the presidential candidate, Davit Bakradze met 

with voters in Rustavi, Gurjaani, Marneuli, Kvareli and Sagarejo.  

 

The Christian-Democratic Movement held 7 public meetings in Poti, Batumi, Telavi and 

Gori.  

 

The Labor Party held five public meetings in Lanchkhuti, Gori, Keda and Khelvachauri.  

 

 

X. About the Monitoring Mission 

 

For monitoring the October 27, 2013 Presidential Elections, the International Society 
for Fair Elections and Democracy registered with the Central Elections Commission 
(CEC). Since July 1, 2013, ISFED has been carrying out pre-election monitoring for the 
presidential elections in all election districts of Georgia through 73 long-term 
observers (LTOs). The LTOs have undergone training in preparations for the 
monitoring. In the process of monitoring ISFED’s LTOs are guided by international 
standards for monitoring organizations27, implying comprehensive, objective and 
transparent monitoring of elections. ISFED monitors all processes that may have an 
impact on election environment, including: 

 Monitoring of election administration, which mostly entails monitoring 
composition of election administration and its activities; 

 Monitoring public meetings of political parties/election subjects and their other 
political activities, as well as their election promises; 

                                                           
27 In the process of monitoring ISFED follows Declaration of Global Principles for Nonpartisan 
Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations, available at 
http://www.gndem.org/declaration-of-global-principles; while in evaluation it is guided by and 
shares spirit of OSCE Copenhagen Document.    
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 Detecting and studying any abuse of state resources;  

 Detecting and acting on political pressure/threats, obstruction of political 
activities and alleged vote-buying.  

 

 

 


